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The Milky Way with Gaia

● Positions and velocities for ~

1 billion stars

● More precise measurements & much 
larger dataset                 need more 
sophisticated models to fit the data

● Models in action space promising



  

The make-up of a dynamical model
● Statistical approach - represent the stars & dark matter by probability distributions in 

phase-space (Distribution Functions).

● These particles move under the influence of the potential. Need to model this too if 
our calculation is not self consistant

● A model is therefore complete when we specify the total DF and potential (can add 
chemical information to the DF as well – chemodynamical models).



  

Building a dynamical model

● Need sensible functions to represent the potential and distribution 
function (DF).

● Matter distribution directly related to the potential via Poisson's equation

● Observed light distributions / DM distributions from simulations give us 
analytical approximations to the density         calculate the potential.

● Sometimes propose potential from simple properties of motion (e.g. 
Logarithmic potential          flat rotation curve).



  

Building a dynamical model

● DF is not as simple. Model the stars/DM as 
collisionless fluids (usually) so  Collisionless 
Boltzmann Equation needs to be solved:



  

Building a dynamical model

● Jeans' theorem: DF of a galaxy in the steady state is a function 
of just three isolating integrals of motion

● Integrals of motion are constants along orbits in the potential.

● Any function of isolating integrals will solve the CBE.



  

Which integrals to use?

● Classical Integrals are the most commonly 
used as arguments to the DF.

● Spherical potential:      ,

● Axisymmetric potential:    , 



  

Action Integrals

R

z

Describe 'size' of oscillations in each direction

Usually non-classical: 
calculate numerically



  

Why actions?
● Can be used as part of a 6D coordinate system called angle-actions. Compliment each action 

with a corresponding 'angle'

● Action             which orbit you're on
● Angle                where you are on that orbit

● Hamilton's equations mean very simple dynamics

● Constancy of the actions means (1) Hamiltonian is just a function of the actions (2) the angles 
evolve linearly in time.



  

Why actions?



  

Why actions?

● One can also show that actions are adiabatic invariants,         
they do not change when the gravitational potential evolves 
very slowly.

●      invariant means         also invariant. Not true for typical 
models like  e.g. 

● Can use         models to investigate adiabatic evolution via 
perturbation theory and to create multicomponent models of 
our Galaxy (impossible with traditional methods)



  

Hamiltonians of power-laws

● Recall                 so if we know         for a given potential, can 
use angle-action coords.

● Problem: only known analytic         is the Isochrone

● Need approximations in other potentials. Simplest place to start: 
power laws.

● In a spherical potential only two relevant actions:              ,



  

Hamiltonians of power-laws

● Surfaces of constant energy in action space are seen to 
approximately planar.

Williams, Evans & 
Bowden (2014)



  

Applications: dark matter cusps

● Cusp-core problem in LCDM: DM only 
sims give 1/r cusps, but baryons 
create more complicated situation. 

● Can a dark matter cusp be erased by 
a slow change in the potential from 
the baryons?

● Can use our approximation to answer 
this question.

Oh, S. -H et al. (2011)



  

Applications: dark matter cusps

● Assume DM falls in first and forms an NFW cusp 
(1/r). The DF of the DM in the centre looks like

● Allow baryons to slowly build up into dense, 
homogeneous core. 

● Potential becomes harmonic



  

Applications: dark matter cusps

● Calculate the density of the dark matter after 
the baryons fall in

● This gives the final answer

 



  

Applications: dark matter cusps

● Calculate for any inital DM cusp (    ), and any final baryon 
profile

● Gives inequality for final DM slope

● Cusp can't be erased by slow accretion of baryons



  

Applications: stellar streams

● Dwarf galaxies & globular clusters tidally stripped of material

● Kinematically cold, so simple phase space structure

● A useful probe of the dark matter halo at large radii

Manditory image 
of Vasily's field of 
streams...

Belokurov et al. (2006)



  

Applications: stellar streams

● Cold streams are simple in angle action 
coords (Tremaine / Helmi & White 1999)

● Taylor expansion to compute frequency 
difference gives Hessian matrix 



  

Applications: stellar streams

● Streams are filamentary – 1D. Means one 
dominant eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix.

● This eigenvector is 

misaligned from 

progenitor by an

angle

Sanders (2014)



  

Applications: stellar streams

● Evaluate    under our approximation. 
Hamiltonian is generally

● Which gives  

No misalignment!



  

Applications: stellar streams

● Bowden et al. (2014) compare results for the GD1 
stream: complex stream model vs. orbit fits in the 
potential

Recovered fits almost 
identical, because 
potential is nearly spherical 
and scale-free. 

Halo may well be 
approximately spherical & 
scale free at large radii



  

Conclusions

● Power law potentials have Hamiltonians nearly linear in the actions, which means 
very accurate and simple formulae can be found to approximate them.

● Dark matter cusps can't be erased by adiabatic processes

● Streams in power laws are very well approximated by orbits

● Can use these results to construct realistic distribution functions for spheroidal 
components of galaxies (Williams & Evans 2015, Posti et al. 2015) and to 
approximate Hamiltonians in scaled potentials (Evans and Williams 2014)

● Future work: currently fitting an actions-based distribution function to SEGUE BHB 
dataset to constrain properties of the stellar halo and the dark matter profile
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